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Results are presented for the nonequilibrium infinite-U Anderson model using a large-N approach,
where N is the degeneracy of the impurity level, and where nonequilibrium is established by coupling
the level to two leads at two different chemical potentials so that there is current flow. A slave-boson
representation combined with Keldysh functional integral methods is employed. Expressions for the
static spin susceptibility χS and the conductance G are presented to O
`
1
N
´
and for an applied
voltage difference V less than the Kondo temperature. The correlation function for the slave-boson
is found to be significantly modified from its equilibrium form in that it acquires a rapid decay in
time with a rate that equals the current induced decoherence rate. Physical observables are found
to have a rather complex dependence on the coupling strength to the two leads which can lead
to asymmetric behavior χS(V ) 6= χS(−V ), G(V ) 6= G(−V ) both in the mixed valence and in the
Kondo regime.
I. INTRODUCTION
The theoretical problem of strong correlations coupled with nonequilibrium has become an active area of research in
recent years, in part due to the enormous success in realizing experimental systems which can be driven out of equilib-
rium in a controlled manner. Some examples of these are current carrying quantum dots and single molecule devices1,
strongly driven ferromagnetic systems2, cold atoms trapped in optical lattices with rapidly tunable parameters3. One
of the theoretical challenges in the study of out of equilibrium strongly correlated systems is that, unlike systems in
equilibrium which are characterized by some underlying principles such as the energy minimization principle, no basic
underlying principles are known for out of equilibrium systems making it rather difficult to develop general theoretical
techniques to study them.
Perhaps the most actively studied out of equilibrium systems are nonequilibrium quantum impurity models which
are systems characterized by a few local degrees of freedom coupled to one or more reservoirs (as in a quantum dot
or a molecular conductor), and where nonequilibrium is achieved by maintaining the reservoirs at different chemical
potentials and/or by subjecting the system to time-dependent fields. For strong local interactions the ground state
of quantum impurity models show many-body resonances such as the Kondo or polaronic resonance. The effect of
current flow on these resonances has been studied using a variety of methods such as renormalized perturbation theory4,
flow equation methods5, real time renormalization group on the Keldysh contour6,7, and functional renormalization
group methods8. While these approaches are applicable when the external drive is large as compared to the Kondo
temperature, in the opposite limit of drive small compared to the Kondo temperature, perturbative methods based
on Fermi-liquid theory have been used9. There have also been efforts at developing exact solutions based on the
construction of exact scattering states in the presence of current flow10,11. There are also several promising numerical
methods that are being developed such as the real-time numerical renormalization group method12, quantum Monte
Carlo computation of real time Keldysh diagrams13,14, iterative summation of real time path integrals15 and the
imaginary time formulation of real-time nonequilibrium problems16.
In this paper we will use large-N methods17 to study a nonequilibrium quantum impurity model. In particular,
we will study the Anderson model when the on-site Coulomb interaction U = ∞, and in addition the system has
been driven out of equilibrium due to current flow. N here will represent the degeneracy of the impurity level. The
physical systems this corresponds to are quantum dots or molecular devices where the level active in transport is
characterized by a total angular momentum J = L+ S which is large, and hence has a large degeneracy N = 2J + 1.
This could arise due to the particular form of the confining potential in the quantum dot, or by the use of a molecule
where conduction occurs via a metal ion with a partially empty outermost d or f orbital. Note that the infinite-U
Anderson model under out of equilibrium conditions has so far been studied using the non-crossing approximation
(NCA)18 and slave boson mean-field methods 19. In this paper we will also employ the slave-boson representation
which is a convenient way to project out all states except the empty and singly occupied state of the dot20. However,
we will go beyond mean-field by including the effect of fluctuations to O ( 1N ). Our theoretical approach is closest to
that of Read et al.21,22, but carried out for a nonequilibrium system using Keldysh functional integral methods.
A few words on the regime of validity of the results presented in this paper. The U = ∞ limit of the Anderson
model is the so called mixed-valence regime where the system is characterized by both local charge as well as spin
fluctuations. The Kondo regime may be accessed by making the bare level energy large and negative in which case the
charge fluctuations are frozen out and only the spin-fluctuations exist. This limit can be taken in a straightforward
2way in all physical observables. Thus we will present results for the nonequilibrium static spin susceptibility and the
conductance in both the mixed valence as well as in the Kondo regime.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we present the model, and write it as a Keldysh path-integral
suitable for studying nonequilibrium systems. In section III we briefly present the main results of the paper before
turning to the full calculation. In section IV we study the Keldysh path integral in the limit of N → ∞ when a
mean-field or saddle-point approximation becomes exact. In this limit the voltage dependence of the local charge
density, static susceptibility and the conductance are derived. Following this, the rest of the paper is devoted to
the study of the effect of fluctuations to O (1/N). As found by Read et al21, the 1/N corrections are in general
associated with infra-red divergences whose origin is the zero-mode of the slave-boson representation. While the
infrared divergences are logarithmic in equilibrium, we find that out of equilibrium the divergences become more
severe with a pole structure. However, just as in equilibrium, in the computation of all physical observables these
infrared divergences are found to cancel so that the final expressions are well defined.
The O(1/N) computation is organized as follows. In section V the mean-field saddle point expressions for the
level position and the level broadening are corrected to O(1/N). In Section VI the local impurity charge density is
computed. In Section VII the bosonic correlation function is evaluated. While in equilibrium the bosonic correlation
function has a power-law decay in time with an exponent consistent with X-ray edge physics21, for the current carrying
case we find that the long time behavior has both a power-law as well as a rapid exponential decay in time, the latter
arising due to current induced decoherence. The bosonic correlation function appears in the computation of various
physical observables. We present results for the static susceptibility in section VIII, while expressions for the impurity
spectral density and conductance are presented in IX. Many of the details of the computation are relegated to the
appendices. Finally we conclude in section X.
II. MODEL
We use the slave-boson representation17 of the infinite-U Anderson model which is a convenient way to project out
all except the empty and singly occupied states of the impurity level. The Hamiltonian in this representation is,
H =
∑
m
E0f
†
mfm +
∑
k,m,α
ǫkc
†
kmαckmα +
1√
N
∑
k,m,α=L,R
Vα
(
c†kmαfmb
† + f †mckmαb
)
(1)
where m = −J . . . J represents the spin-projection of the local level, N=2J+1 is the degeneracy of the level, ckmα
represent the lead electrons, and we have generalized to the case where there are two leads (labeled by α = L,R)
which will be maintained at two different chemical potentials µL,R to capture the nonequilibrium current carrying
case.
Vα=L,R√
N
is the hybridization to the two the leads. The above Hamiltonian is accompanied by the constraint
1 =
∑
m
f †mfm + b
†b (2)
to ensure that the system remains within the restricted Hilbert space of an empty or singly occupied local level.
We write the Keldysh path integral23 for Eq. 1 and impose the constraint in Eq. 2 by introducing two Lagrange
multipliers λ±
ZK =
∫
D [fm±, f¯m±, λ±, b±, b∗±, cm, c¯m] exp (iT r[SK ]) (3)
where the Tr symbol in Eq. 3 represents a trace over time indices, and
SK =
∑
m
(
f¯m− f¯m+
)(i∂t − E0 0
0 i∂t − E0
)(
fm−
fm+
)
+
∑
kmα
(
c¯kmα− c¯kmα+
)
g−1cα
(
ckmα−
ckmα+
)
+
∑
kmα
(
f¯m− f¯m+
)(− Vα√
N
b− 0
0 Vα√
N
b+
)(
ckm−
ckm+
)
+
∑
kmα
(
c¯km− c¯km+
)(− Vα√
N
b∗− 0
0 Vα√
N
b∗+
)(
fm−
fm+
)
+
(
b∗− b
∗
+
)(i∂t 0
0 i∂t
)(
b−
b+
)
− λ−
[∑
m
(
f¯m−fm− +
1
2
)
+ b∗−b− − 1
]
+ λ+
[∑
m
(
f¯m+fm+ +
1
2
)
+ b∗+b+ − 1
]
(4)
3In the above g−1cα is the inverse Green’s function for the leads and is a 2× 2 matrix in Keldysh space. It is convenient
to integrate out the lead electrons to obtain,
SK =
∑
m
(
f¯m− f¯m+
)(i∂t − E0 − λ− 0
0 i∂t − E0 + λ+
)(
fm−
fm+
)
+
(
b∗− b
∗
+
)(i∂t − λ− 0
0 i∂t + λ+
)(
b−
b+
)
(5)
− 1
N
∑
mα
V 2α
(
f¯m− f¯m+
)(b− 0
0 −b+
)(
gc,α−− g
c,α
−+
gc,α+− g
c,α
++
)(
b∗− 0
0 −b∗+
)(
fm−
fm+
)
+ (λ− − λ+)
(
1− N
2
)
Performing a rotation to retarded (R), advanced (A), Keldysh (K) space23, and defining the quantum fields as
Oq = (O− −O+)/2 and the classical field as Ocl = (O− +O+)/2, we get
SK =
∑
m
(
f¯m,q f¯m,cl
) [
g−10f − λclτ0 − λqτx − (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)](fm,cl
fm,q
)
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
)( −λq i∂t − λcl
i∂t − λcl −λq
)(
bcl
bq
)
+ 2λq
(
1− N
2
)
(6)
where the Σc are the self-energies due to coupling to leads,
Σc =
(
ΣRc Σ
K
c
0 ΣAc
)
(7)
with Σi=R,A,Kc (t, t
′) = 1N
∑
k,α=L,R V
2
α g
i=R,A,K
c (k; t, t
′). Thus the self-energies due to coupling to leads is O ( 1N ). We
will make the assumption of constant density of states in the leads which gives
ΣRc = −
i
N
πρ
∑
α=L,R
V 2α = −i (ΓL + ΓR) = −iΓ (8)
ΣAc = iΓ (9)
ΣKc = −2iΓ
∑
α=L,R
Γα
Γ
(1− 2f(ω − µα)) (10)
The aim will be to use the action in Eq. 5 to evaluate physical observables perturbatively in 1/N . Before turning
to the full computation, we present the main results in the next section.
III. BRIEF DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Let us suppose that the chemical potential of the left lead is µL = V/2 while that of the right lead is µR = −V/2.
As specified in Eq 8, let ΓL(ΓR) be the self-energy due to coupling to the left (right) lead, while Γ = ΓL + ΓR is the
total self-energy. In terms of the above parameters, the static susceptibility in the Kondo regime (denoted by the
superscript nF = 1 to indicate the value of the charge on the impurity level) is found to have the following universal
form,
χnF=1S =
g2µ2BJ(J + 1)
3TK
[
1 + 1.5
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
TK
)2
+
1
N
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)(
V
2TK
)
CS1+
1
N
(
V
2TK
)2
(CS2 + CS3 − CS1)− 1
N
(4.5 + 3CS0 + CS3 − CS1) ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
TK
)2]
(11)
where TK = T
0
A
(
1− CS0N
)
is the Kondo temperature correct to O (1/N), with T 0A = De
πE0
NΓ being the mean-field
Kondo temperature 22, and the CSi are numbers specified in the text (after Eq. 146). Thus one finds that for an
asymmetric coupling to leads (ΓL 6= ΓR), χS(V ) 6= χS(−V ). This lack of symmetry when V ↔ −V arises due to the
4fermi-level dependence of the Kondo temperature. To see this we set the coupling to one of the leads (say ΓR) to
zero. This corresponds to an equilibrium configuration where there is no current flow. For this case Eq. 11 reduces to
χnF=1S (µL = V/2,ΓR = 0) =
g2µ2BJ(J + 1)
3TK
[
1 +
1
N
(
V
2TK
)
CS1 +
1
N
(
V
2TK
)2
(CS2 + CS3 − CS1)
]
(12)
Thus the terms in Eq. 12 can be interpreted as a change in the Kondo temperature arising from a change in the
chemical potential of the left lead by δµL = V/2. The asymmetry χS(V ) 6= χS(−V ) in the Kondo regime therefore
arises when the level is unequally coupled to two leads, each associated with a different equilibrium Kondo temperature.
In contrast, the terms of the type ΓLΓRΓ2
(
V
TK
)2
in Eq 11 are purely nonequilibrium terms that arise due to inelastic
scattering processes in the energy window V when there is current flow, and are thus associated with current induced
decoherence. The identification of these terms with decoherence becomes clearer below when we discuss the slave-
boson correlation function.
We now turn to the discussion of the conductance. Here too one finds that the fermi-level dependence of the spectral
density can give rise to a conductance that is asymmetric under V → −V 24. In particular the mean-field saddle point
expression for the conductance in the mixed valence regime is found to be
Gsp(V ) = Gsp(V = 0)
[
1−
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)(
2V
T 0A
)
− 12ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2
+ 3
(
V
T 0A
)2
− 3nF ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(13)
where nF is the charge density on the level when µL = µR = 0, andGsp(V = 0) =
Ne2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
πnF
N
)2
. The conductance
in the Kondo regime can be accessed by taking the limit nF → 1 in Eq. 13. Thus for a symmetric coupling to the
two leads, the mean-field conductance in the Kondo regime becomes
GnF=1sp (V ; ΓL = ΓR) = G
nF=1
sp (V = 0)
[
1− 3
4
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(14)
The 1/N correction to the conductance for the case of symmetric couplings to leads is given in Eq. 162 for the mixed
valence regime and in Eq. 166 in the Kondo regime.
We now turn to the discussion of the bosonic correlation function D¯K(t, t
′) = −i〈{b(t), b†(t′)}〉 which is used to
obtain the physical observables discussed above. At the mean-field level, b(t)→ 〈b〉 in the Hamiltonian (Eq. 1), so that
the U(1) symmetry of the Hamiltonian is broken. In equilibrium, including fluctuations to O(1/N), the correlation
function becomes21,22
D¯Keq(t) = −2i (1− nF )
(
1− n
2
F
N
ln
(
tT 0A
))
(15)
It was argued that21,22 since the model in Eq. 1 cannot have any broken symmetry state, including terms to higher
orders in 1/N should lead to a power-law decay in the bosonic correlation function so that the symmetry of the
Hamiltonian is restored. Thus,
D¯Keq(t) ∼
1
(tT 0A)
α (16)
where α = N δ
2
π2 =
n2F
N and equals the Nozieres-de Dominicis infrared exponent for the response of an electron gas
subjected to a sudden change in potential25.
We find that the result for the bosonic correlation function for the current carrying case, and for long times (V t≫ 1)
is,
D¯Kneq(t) = −2i (1− nF )
(
1− cL + cR
N
ln
(
tT 0A
)− cdec
N
V t
)
(17)
where the coefficients cL,R,dec are specified in Eqns. 125, 126. The ci are weakly voltage dependent, and neglecting
terms of O (V/T 0A) are,
cL,R = n
2
F
Γ2L,R
Γ2
+O
(
V
T 0A
)
(18)
cdec = n
2
F
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
+O
(
V
T 0A
)
(19)
5For evaluating quantities to O(1/N), Eq. 17 is sufficient. However it is interesting to consider how D¯K would change
when higher order in 1/N terms are included. Following Eq. 16, we expect that the bosonic correlation function will
have the form
D¯Kneq(t) ∼
1
(tT 0A)
αneq exp
(
−n
2
F
N
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
V t
)
(20)
where αneq = (cL+cR)/N . Thus to all orders in 1/N the bosonic correlation function will be characterized with a long
time power-law decay along with rapid exponential decay in time, the latter arising due to current induced decoherence.
The rate of decoherence is ΓLΓRΓ2 V , and is a energy scale that appears repeatedly in all physical observables. Note that
Eq. 20 is also consistent with nonequilibrium X-ray edge physics i.e., the response of an out of equilibrium electron
gas to a sudden change in potential studied recently in various contexts26.
We now turn to the derivation of the above results.
IV. MEAN-FIELD SADDLE POINT TREATMENT
In the mean field saddle point treatment, one assumes the fields bcl,q, λcl,q in Eq. 6 to be constants in time. The
action SK is then minimized both with respect to the classical fields bcl, λcl and the quantum fields bq, λq. The classical
saddle points δSKδλcl = 0,
δSK
δbcl
= 0 are automatically satisfied for bq = λq = 0. Thus in order to satisfy the saddle point
equations with respect to the quantum fields δSKδλq = 0,
δSK
δbq
= 0 it is sufficient to expand SK to linear order in the
quantum field. To carry these steps out, we integrate out the fermionic fields in Eq. 6 to obtain
SK = −iNTr ln
[
G−1mf − λqτx − bclΣcbqτx − bqτxΣcbcl +O(b2q)
]
(21)
+2λq
(
1− N
2
)
− 2λq
(
b2q + b
2
cl
)− 4λclbclbq
where the mean-field fermionic Green’s function is
G−1mf = g
−1
0f − λcl − b2clΣc (22)
Defining
Γ˜ = b2clΓ (23)
where Γ˜ plays the role of the level broadening.
GRmf (ω) =
1
ω − E0 − λcl + iΓ˜
(24)
GKmf (ω) =
(
Γ˜
Γ
)
GRmf (ω)Σ
K
c (ω)G
A
mf (ω) (25)
From Eq. 21, the saddle point equation for λq,
δSK
δλq
= 0 gives
2
(
1− N
2
)
− 2b2cl − iN
[
∂
∂λq
Tr ln
(
G−1mf − λqτx
)]
λq=0
= 0 (26)
This leads to,
1− N
2
= b2cl −
iN
2
Tr
[
GKmf
]
(27)
Using Eq. 25 the above becomes,
1 = b2cl +N
∫
dω
2π
2Γb2cl
(ω − E0 − λcl)2 + Γb2cl
(
ΓL
Γ
f(ω − µL) + ΓR
Γ
f(ω − µR)
)
(28)
6After performing the frequency integrations, we obtain
1 =
Γ˜
Γ
+
N
π
[
ΓL
Γ
arctan
Γ˜
E0 + λcl − µL +
ΓR
Γ
arctan
Γ˜
E0 + λcl − µR
]
(29)
Similarly, minimizing Eq. 21 with respect to bq,cl leads to
− 4λclbcl − iN
[
∂
∂bq
Tr ln
(
G−1mf − bclΣcbqτx − bqτxΣcbcl
)]
bq=0
= 0 (30)
Using expressions for Σc, the above leads to
λcl
Γ
+N
∫
dω
2π
(
GRmf (ω) +G
A
mf (ω)
)(ΓL
Γ
f(ω − µL) + ΓR
Γ
f(ω − µR)
)
= 0 (31)
which after performing the frequency integrations gives,
λcl
Γ
+
N
π

ΓL
Γ
ln
√
(µL − E0 − λcl)2 + Γ˜2
D
+
ΓR
Γ
ln
√
(µR − E0 − λcl)2 + Γ˜2
D

 = 0 (32)
We will now proceed to solve the two saddle point equations Eq. 29 and 32, and use the solution to evaluate various
observables. The results obtained will be exact in the limit N →∞.
Solution of the saddle point equations
Let us define
λcl + E0 = ǫF (33)
where ǫF is the effective position of the impurity level. When N →∞, Γ, Γ˜→ 0 and NΓ = const. Using this, Eq. 29
may be simplified to
1 =
Γ˜
Γ
+
N Γ˜
π
[
ΓL/Γ
ǫF − µL +
ΓR/Γ
ǫF − µR
]
(34)
while Eq 32 becomes (defining ǫF = TA as the position of the level in the limit N →∞)
TA = E0 − NΓ
π
[
ΓL
Γ
ln
|TA − µL|
D
+
ΓR
Γ
ln
|TA − µR|
D
]
(35)
Let us define
m =
NΓ
πTA
(36)
mV = m
[
ΓL/Γ
1− µL/TA +
ΓR/Γ
1− µR/TA
]
(37)
m should not to be confused with the label for the spin projection. Note that in equilibrium, µL = µR = 0, mV = m.
In terms of these variables, Eq. 34 implies the following for the saddle point solution for bcl
b2cl = b
2
sp =
Γ˜
Γ
=
1
1 +mV
(38)
whereas the impurity charge density is
nF = −iN
2
Tr
[
GKmf
]
+
N
2
= 1− Γ˜
Γ
=
mV
1 +mV
(39)
Note that in the Kondo limit, mV ≫ 1 so that nF → 1.
7A. Solution for TA
We solve Eq. 35 when −E0 ≫ TA. Writing
TA = T
0
A + δTA (40)
where
T 0A = De
−π|E0|
NΓ (41)
is the equilibrium solution for the impurity level, Eq. 35 becomes
|T 0A + δTA − µL|ΓL/Γ|T 0A + δTA − µR|ΓR/Γ = T 0A (42)
For small voltages, |δTA|, |µL,R| << T 0A, a Taylor expansion leads to the following expression for the change in TA
due to bias,
δTA =
(
ΓLµL
Γ
+
ΓRµR
Γ
)
+
1
2T 0A
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(µL − µR)2 (43)
B. Mean field impurity susceptibility
We now turn to the evaluation of the voltage dependence of the impurity susceptibility. The spin-response function
at the mean-field level is given by
χRmf (Ω) =
i
2
∑
m
(gµBm)
2
∫
dω
2π
[
GRmf (ω +Ω)G
K
mf (ω) +G
K
mf (ω +Ω)G
A
mf (ω)
]
(44)
Using the identity
∑
m=−J...J m
2 = 2J+13 J(J + 1) =
N
3 J(J + 1), the spin susceptibility which is the zero frequency
spin-response function becomes,
χsp = χ
R
mf (Ω = 0) =
g2µ2B
3
J(J + 1)
(
N Γ˜
π
)[
ΓL/Γ
(TA − µL)2 + Γ˜2
+
ΓR/Γ
(TA − µR)2 + Γ˜2
]
(45)
For N →∞ we may drop terms of O(Γ˜2),
χsp =
g2µ2B
3
J(J + 1)
m
(1 +mV )TA
∑
i=L,R
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)2
(46)
Taylor expanding Eq. 46 in powers of
µL,R
T 0A
and defining
m0 =
NΓ
πT 0A
(47)
we find the following voltage dependence of the susceptibility at saddle-point,
χsp =
g2µ2B
3
J(J + 1)
m0
T 0A(1 +m0)
[
1 +
(
4 + 3m0
1 +m0
)
ΓLΓR
2Γ2
(
µL − µR
T 0A
)2
+ . . .
]
(48)
In the Kondo limit, m0 ≫ 1, or the equilibrium charge on the level nF = m01+m0 → 1. In this case the static
susceptibility becomes
χnF=1sp →
g2µ2B
3T 0A
J(J + 1)
[
1 + 1.5
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
µL − µR
T 0A
)2
+ . . .
]
(49)
8C. Mean-field conductance
The current is given by27
I =
ie
~
2ΓLΓR
Γ
∑
m
∫
dω
2π
(f(ω − µL)− f(ω − µR))
[
GRfm,b −GAfm,b
]
(ω) (50)
where
GRfm,b (t, t
′) = −iT 〈b†−(t)fm−(t)f †m−(t′)b−(t′)〉 − i〈f †m+(t′)b+(t′)b†−(t)fm−(t)〉 (51)
Within mean-field, b± are constants in time and equal to the saddle point value given in Eq. 38. Thus at zero
temperature Eq. 50 becomes,
Imf =
Ne
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ
(
Γ˜
Γ
)[
tan−1
(
µL − TA
Γ˜
)
− tan−1
(
µR − TA
Γ˜
)]
(52)
Let us set µL = eV/2, µR = −eV/2. The zero-bias conductance depends only on the equilibrium properties of the
spectral density and is given by,
Gsp (V = 0) =
∂Imf
∂V
|V=0 = Ne
2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
Γ˜2
T 2A
=
Ne2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
πnF (V = 0)
N
)2
(53)
The non-linearity in the conductance arises due to the frequency and voltage dependence of the spectral density
(namely the voltage dependence of its position TA and its width Γ˜). We find the following expression for the non-
linear conductance,
Gsp(V ) =
∂Imf
∂V
=
Gsp(V = 0)
[
1−
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)(
2V
T 0A
)
− 12ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2
+ 3
(
V
T 0A
)2
− 3m0
1 +m0
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(54)
The above implies that for asymmetric coupling to the leads (ΓL 6= ΓR), the conductance shows a rectification type
behavior, i.e. Gsp(V ) 6= Gsp(−V ). Whereas for symmetric couplings to the leads, the conductance reduces to
Gsp(V ; ΓL = ΓR) = Gsp(V = 0)
[
1− 3
4
m0
1 +m0
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(55)
The conductance in the Kondo limit can be obtained by setting m0 ≫ 1 in Eq. 54, 55. Thus for symmetric couplings,
we get
GnF=1sp (V ; ΓL = ΓR) = Gsp(V = 0)
[
1− 3
4
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(56)
The main results of this section are the expressions for the static susceptibility (Eq. 48, 49), and the conductance
(Eqns. 54, 55, 56). In the rest of the paper we will study how these results are modified when fluctuations to O ( 1N )
are taken into account.
V. FLUCTUATIONS ABOUT MEAN-FIELD
We now turn to the computation of how the saddle-point Eqns 29 and 32 get modified when fluctuations are
included. Formally the steps involved are to write bcl → bsp + bcl, b∗cl → bsp + b∗cl, bq → b¯q + bq, b∗q → b¯q + b∗q .
Then we integrate out all the fermionic and bosonic fields bcl, b
∗
cl, bq, b
∗
q obtaining a resulting action that depends
only on SK = SK(bsp, b¯q, λcl, λq). Each of the variables x = bsp, b¯q, λcl, λq are then determined by requiring that
9D
Gmf
cΣ
Db,b*
b,b
FIG. 1: Diagrams representing the mean-field Green’s function Gˆmf , the self-energy due to coupling to leads Σˆc, and the
bosonic propagator Dˆ. Each has a 2× 2 Keldysh structure.
δSK(x,y...)
δx = 0. Of course, the bosonic and fermionic fields cannot be integrated out exactly. This is therefore done
perturbatively in 1N . Moreover, as discussed in Section IV, the saddle point equations with respect to the classical
fields δSKδbsp = 0,
δSK
δλcl
= 0 are always satisfied if all the quantum fields λq = b¯q = 0. Thus to obtain the quantum saddle-
points, it suffices to expand SK to only the leading power in the quantum fields λq, b¯q. To make the computation
simple, we will carry this out separately for the saddle-point equation for λ and bsp.
A. Saddle point equation for λ
In order to compute 1/N corrections to the saddle point equation for λ (Eq. 29), we write bcl → bsp + bcl, and
expand the action in Eq. 6 in powers of bcl, bq and λq . To achieve this we first integrate out the fermion fields in Eq. 6
to obtain
SK = −iNTr ln
[
G−1mf − λqτx − bspΣc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)− (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σcbsp − (bclτ0 + bqτx) Σc (b∗clτ0 + b∗qτx)]
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
)( −λq i∂t − λcl
i∂t − λcl −λq
)(
bcl
bq
)
+ 2λq
(
1− N
2
)
− 2λqb2sp − 2λqbsp(bcl + b∗cl)− 2λclbsp
(
bq + b
∗
q
)
(57)
Let us define,
G˜−1mf (λq) = G
−1
mf − λqτx (58)
The solution to the above equation to leading order in λq is
G˜mf = Gmf + λqGmfτxGmf = Gmf + λqδGmf (59)
where we define
δGmf = GmfτxGmf (60)
Expanding Eq. 57 to quadratic order in the fluctuating fields bq,cl we get
SK = −iNTr ln G˜−1mf (λq) + iNbspTr
[
G˜mf (λq)
(
Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)
+ (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc
)]
+
iNb2sp
2
Tr
[(
G˜mf (λq)
(
Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)
+ (bclτ0 + bqτx) Σc
))2]
+iNTr
[
G˜mf (λq) (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)]
+ 2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
)( −λq i∂t − λcl
i∂t − λcl −λq
)(
bcl
bq
)
+2λq
(
1− N
2
)
− 2λqb2sp − 2λqbsp (bcl + b∗cl)− 2λclbsp
(
bq + b
∗
q
)
(61)
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Collecting all terms upto quadratic order in the bosonic fields, we rewrite the action as below,
SK = −iNTr ln G˜−1mf (λq) + iNbspTr
[
G˜mf (λq)
(
Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)
+ (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc
)]
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
) [( −λq i∂t − λcl
i∂t − λcl −λq
)
−Π− δΠ(1) − λq
(
δΠq + δΠ
(1)
q
)](
bcl
bq
)
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
) [−δΠ(2) − λqδΠ(2)q ]
(
b∗cl
b∗q
)
+ 2
(
bcl bq
) [−δΠ(2) − λqδΠ(2)q ]
(
bcl
bq
)
+2λq
(
1− N
2
)
− 2λqb2sp − 2λqbsp (bcl + b∗cl)− 2λclbsp
(
bq + b
∗
q
)
(62)
The above shows that the bosons due their interaction with fermions acquire the self-energies Π =
(
0 ΠA
ΠR ΠK
)
,
δΠ(1,2) =
(
0 δΠA(1,2)
δΠR(1,2) δΠK(1,2)
)
. The diagrams corresponding to Π, δΠ(1,2) are shown in Fig 2 (where the propagators
are defined in Fig 1). The bosonic self-energy Π is,
Π(t, t′) =
−iN
2
(
Tr′ [τ0Gmf (t, t′)τ0Σc(t′, t)] Tr′ [τ0Gmf (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
Tr′ [τxGmf (t, t′)τ0Σc(t′, t)] Tr′ [τxGmf (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
)
(63)
where Tr′ implies trace over only the Keldysh indices. Note that from causality the upper-left term in Eq. 63 is zero.
Explicit expressions for Π are given in Appendix A. The other self-energies are,
δΠA(1)(t, t′) =
−iNb2sp
4
(64)[(
GKmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣRc G
R
mfΣ
R
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GAmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣRc G
R
mfΣ
K
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GAmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣRc G
K
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GAmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣKc G
A
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
]
δΠR(1)(t, t′) =
−iNb2sp
4
(65)[(
GRmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣRc G
R
mfΣ
K
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GRmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣRc G
K
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GRmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣKc G
A
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
+
(
GKmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣAc G
A
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
]
δΠK(1)(t, t′) =
−iNb2sp
4
(66)
{(GKmf )t,t′ (ΣRc GRmfΣKc )t′,t + (GKmf)t,t′ (ΣRc GKmfΣAc )t′,t + (GKmf)t,t′ (ΣKc GAmfΣAc )t′,t + (GAmf)t,t′ (ΣRc GRmfΣRc )t′,t
+
(
GRmf
)
t,t′
(
ΣAc G
A
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
}
which are of O(1/N2) and therefore will be dropped. The anomalous boson self-energies are the following
δΠR(2) =
−iNb2sp
4
(67)[(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t,t′
(
GRmfΣ
K
c
)
t′t
+
(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t,t′
(
GKmfΣ
A
c
)
t′t
+
(
GRmfΣ
K
c
)
t,t′
(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t′t
+
(
GKmfΣ
A
c
)
t,t′
(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t′t
]
δΠA(2) =
−iNb2sp
4
(68)[(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t,t′
(
GRmfΣ
K
c
)
t′t
+
(
GRmfΣ
K
c
)
t,t′
(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t′t
+
(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t,t′
(
GKmfΣ
A
c
)
t′t
+
(
GKmfΣ
A
c
)
t,t′
(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t′t
]
δΠK(2) =
−iNb2sp
4
(69)
{(GRmfΣKc )t,t′ (GRmfΣKc )t′t + (GRmfΣKc )t,t′ (GKmfΣAc )t′t + (GKmfΣAc )t,t′ (GRmfΣKc )t′t + (GKmfΣAc )t,t′ (GKmfΣAc )t′t
+
(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t,t′
(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t′t
+
(
GRmfΣ
R
c
)
t,t′
(
GAmfΣ
A
c
)
t′t
}
and are at least of O(1/N). These will therefore not play a role in the O ( 1N ) corrections to the saddle point equations,
but will be important later, when we evaluate the conductance. The self-energies δΠ
(2)
q is also of O(1/N) and will be
dropped from further consideration.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
FIG. 2: The bosonic self-energies corresponding to (a). Π; (b). δΠ(1) and (c). δΠ(2) in text
Other self-energies needed for computing corrections to the saddle point equations are δΠq and δΠ
1
q. We find,
δΠq(t, t
′) =
(
δΠzq δΠ
A
q
δΠRq δΠ
K
q
)
(70)
=
−iN
2
(
Tr′ [τ0δGmf (t, t′)τ0Σc(t′, t)] Tr′ [τ0δGmf (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
Tr′ [τxδGmf (t, t′)τ0Σc(t′, t)] Tr′ [τxδGmf (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
)
(71)
with δGmf defined in Eq. 60. Whereas, δΠ
(1)
q is (retaining terms upto O(1/N)),
δΠ(1)q (t, t
′) =
(
δΠ
z(1)
q = O(1/N2) δΠA(1)q
δΠ
R(1)
q δΠ
K(1)
q = O(1/N2)
)
(72)
where
δΠR(1)q =
−iNb2sp
2
[
GRmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣRc δG
K
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
+GRmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣKc δG
z
mfΣ
K
c
)
t′,t
+GAmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣAc δG
z
mfΣ
R
c
)
t′,t
]
(73)
δΠA(1)q =
−iNb2sp
2
[
GAmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣRc δG
K
mfΣ
A
c
)
t′,t
+GAmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣKc δG
z
mfΣ
K
c
)
t′,t
+GRmf (t, t
′)
(
ΣAc δG
z
mfΣ
R
c
)
t′,t
]
(74)
We now integrate out the bosonic fields in the action Eq. 62. The O(λ0q) term cancels the last term because of the
saddle point condition Eq 31, whereas the O(λ1q) term is also first order in the fluctuating bosonic fields bq,cl. Thus
on integrating out bq,cl, this term gives a term in the Keldysh action which is λ
2
q and therefore does not affect the
classical saddle point solutions. Following these steps we obtain,
SK = −iNTr ln G˜−1mf (λq) + iT r ln
[
D−10 −Π− λqτ0 − λq
(
δΠq + δΠ
(1)
q
)]
+2λq
(
1− N
2
)
− 2λqb2sp +O(λ2q) +O(1/N2) (75)
where i〈bab∗b〉 = 12D0 is the bare bosonic propagator.
Now we may differentiate Eq 75 with respect to λq and set all quantum fields to zero in the resultant expression to
obtain,
2
(
1− N
2
)
− 2b2sp + iNTr
[
GKmf
]− iT r [Db,b∗ +Db,b∗ (δΠq + δΠ(1)q )] = 0 (76)
Upto O(1/N) only a subset of terms in Eq. 76 need to be kept. Collecting these,
2
(
1− N
2
)
− 2b2sp + iNTr
[
GKmf
]− iT rDKb,b∗ = N2
∫
dǫ
2π
∫
dω
2π
(77)[
DAb,b∗(ǫ)G
A
mf (ǫ + ω)G
K
mf (ǫ+ ω) +D
R
b,b∗(ǫ)G
K
mf (ǫ+ ω)G
R
mf (ǫ+ ω) +D
K
b,b∗(ǫ)G
A
mf (ǫ+ ω)G
R
mf (ǫ + ω)
]
ΣK(ω)
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Substituting for the fermionic and bosonic Green’s functions (Eq. 24, 25, 33, A12, A14, A15), we get
1− b2sp −
N Γ˜
πǫF
∑
a=L,R
Γa/Γ
1− µa/ǫF = (78)
NΓΓ˜
π2T 2A
∑
a,b=L,R
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
1− µa
TA
− 1
1+x− µb
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i=L,R
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |
)2
(
1 +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ
1
1 + x− µi/TA
)
+
NΓΓ˜
π2T 2A
∑
a,b=L,R
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
(1− µa
TA
)2 − 1(1+x− µb
TA
)2
)
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |
We use the identity
1 +m
∑
i
Γi/Γ
1 + x− µi/TA =
∑
i
Γi
Γ
[
1 +
m
1− µi/TA −
m
1− µiTA
(
x
1 + x− µi/TA
)]
= 1 +mV −mx
∑
i
(
Γi/Γ
(1 + x− µi/TA)(1 − µiTA )
)
(79)
and for convenience introduce the following short-hand,
La,bp =
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
(1− µa
TA
)p
− 1
(1+x− µb
TA
)p
)
x +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |
(80)
ka,b =
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
x+(µa−µb)/TA
(1−µa/TA)(1+x−µb/TA)
)
x
∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1+x−µi/TA)(1−µi/TA)
(x +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |)2
(81)
Ia,b =
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
x+(µa−µb)/TA
(1−µa/TA)(1+x−µb/TA)
)
(x +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |)2
(82)
Note that the functions Ia,b are infrared divergent. In equilibrium (µL = µR = 0) these have a logarithmic divergence,
while out of equilibrium the Ia,b have a more severe 1/x divergence. As shown in equilibrium by Read et al21,22, in
the computation of physical observables the Ia,b appear in such a way as to exactly cancel the divergences. For the
out-of-equilibrium calculation as well we find an exact cancellation of divergences, so that all physical observables are
well defined.
In terms of the above symbols, Eq. 78 becomes
1− b2sp −
N Γ˜
πǫF
∑
a=L,R
Γa/Γ
1− µa/ǫF =
NΓΓ˜
π2T 2A
∑
a,b=L,R
[
−mka,b + (1 +mV )Ia,b + La,b2
]
(83)
The l.h.s of the above equation can be further arranged as follows by writing ǫF = TA + β/N
N Γ˜
πǫF
∑
a
Γa/Γ
1− µa/ǫF =
N Γ˜
πTA
∑
a
Γa/Γ
1− µa/TA −
β
NTA
N Γ˜
πTA
∑
a
Γa/Γ
(1− µa/TA)2 (84)
The 1/N correction to ǫF is carried out in the next subsection. Using the result for β derived there (Eq. 101), the
above equation is rewritten as
N Γ˜
πǫF
∑
a
Γa/Γ
1− µa/ǫF =
N Γ˜
πTA
∑
a
Γa/Γ
1− µa/TA −

 m2
N(1 +mV )
∑
a,b
La,b1

 N Γ˜
πTA
∑
a
Γa/Γ
(1− µa/TA)2 (85)
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Substituting Eq. 85 into Eq. 83 we obtain the following expression for Γ˜ upto O(1/N)
Γ˜
Γ
= (86)
1− mV
1 +mV

1 + 1
N
∑
a,b
(
m2/mV
1 +mV
La,b2 −
m3/mV
1 +mV
ka,b − m
3/mV
(1 +mV )2
La,b1
(∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)2
))− 1
N
m2
1 +mV
∑
a,b
Ia,b
It is convenient to introduce the following simplified notation
k =
∑
a,b
ka,b (87)
I =
∑
a,b
Ia,b (88)
Lp =
∑
a,b
La,bp (89)
Sp=1,2,3 =
∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)p (90)
Then,
Γ˜
Γ
= 1− mV
1 +mV
[
1 +
1
N
(
m2/mV
1 +mV
L2 − m
3/mV
1 +mV
k − m
3/mV
(1 +mV )2
L1S2
)]
− 1
N
m2
1 +mV
I (91)
Note that in equilibrium when µL = µR = 0, Eq. 89 becomes
Leqp =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(
1− 1(1+x)p
)
x+m ln (1 + x)
(92)
which is an expression that will appear later in the voltage expansion for physical observables.
Thus the main result of this sub-section is Eq. 91 which is the 1/N correction to the level broadening.
B. Saddle point equation for b
In order to derive the 1/N corrections to the saddle point Eq. 30, we set λq = 0 in Eq. 6, write bcl = bsp+ bcl, b
∗
cl =
bsp + b
∗
cl, bq = b¯q + bq, b
∗
q = b¯q + b
∗
q , and expand to quadratic order in the fluctuating fields bq,cl. Following this as
before, we integrate out the fermions and the bosons and obtain an action SK(b¯q). To obtain the classical saddle
point, we need
δSK(b¯q)
δb¯q
|b¯q=0. We will now follow the above steps.
First we integrate out the electrons to obtain,
SK = −iNTr ln
[
G−1mf − bspτ0Σcb¯qτx − b¯qτxΣcbspτ0 −O(b¯2q)−
(
bspτ0 + b¯qτx
)
Σc
(
b∗clτ0 + b
∗
qτx
)
− (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc
(
bspτ0 + b¯qτx
)− (bclτ0 + bqτx)Σc (b∗clτ0 + b∗qτx)]
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
)( 0 i∂t − λcl
i∂t − λcl 0
)(
bcl
bq
)
− 4λclbspb¯q − 2λclbsp
(
bq + b
∗
q
)− 2λclb¯q (bcl + b∗cl) (93)
Expanding the above to quadratic order in the fluctuating fields we get
SK = iNbspb¯qTr [Gmf{τxΣc +Σcτx}] + iNb2spb¯q
(
b∗qTr
[
GRmfΣ
K
c +G
K
mfΣ
A
c
]
+ bq
[
GKmfΣ
R
c +G
A
mfΣ
K
c
])
+iNTr
[(
bspb
∗
q + bclb¯q
) (
GRmfΣ
K
c +G
K
mfΣ
A
c
)
+
(
bqbsp + b¯qb
∗
cl
) (
GKmfΣ
R
c +G
A
mfΣ
K
c
)]
+iNb¯q
(
bq + b
∗
q
)
Tr
[
GRmfΣ
A
c +G
A
mfΣ
R
c +G
K
mfΣ
K
c
]
+ 2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
) [
D−10 −Π− δΠ(1) − bspb¯q
(
δΠ′q + δΠ
′(1)
q
)](
bcl
bq
)
+2
(
b∗cl b
∗
q
) [−δΠ(2) − bspb¯qδΠ′(2)q ]
(
b∗cl
b∗q
)
+ 2
(
bcl bq
) [−δΠ(2) − bspb¯qδΠ′(2)q ]
(
bcl
bq
)
−4λclbspb¯q − 2λclbsp
(
bq + b
∗
q
)− 2λclb¯q (bcl + b∗cl) (94)
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with Π defined in Eq. 63, and the components of δΠ1 defined in Eq. 64, 65, 66, and those of δΠ2 defined in Eq. 67, 68
and 69. Moreover, the δΠ′q are given by,
δΠ′q(t, t
′) =
−iN
2
(
Tr [(Gmf (Σcτx + τxΣc)Gmf ) (t, t
′)Σc(t′, t)] Tr [(Gmf (Σcτx + τxΣc)Gmf ) (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
Tr [τx (Gmf (Σcτx + τxΣc)Gmf ) (t, t
′)Σc(t′, t)] Tr [τx (Gmf (Σcτx + τxΣc)Gmf ) (t, t′)τxΣc(t′, t)]
)
(95)
and δΠ
′(1)
q = O
(
1
N2
)
and therefore will not play a role in the subsequent discussion.
Integrating out the bosonic fields, and keeping terms upto O(1/N, b¯q) we get,
SK = iNbspb¯qTr [Gmf{τxΣc +Σcτx}]− 4λclbspb¯q − ibspb¯qTr
[
DδΠ′q
]
(96)
Substituting for δΠ′q, to O(1/N), the above becomes,
SK = iNbspb¯qTr [Gmf{τxΣc +Σcτx}]− 4λclbspb¯q
−Nbspb¯q
∫
dǫ
2π
∫
dω
2π
DR(ǫ)GRmf (ǫ+ ω)Σ
K(ǫ + ω)GRmf (ǫ+ ω)Σ
K
c (ω) (97)
Thus the saddle point equation for ǫF (obtained from
δSK
δb¯q
= 0) reduces to
ǫF − E0 + NΓ
π
∑
a
ln
|µa − ǫF |
D
= (98)
NΓ2
π2TA


∫ 0
−D
dω
[∑
a,b=L,R
ΓaΓb
Γ2
(
1
1−ω+µa
ǫF
− 1
1− µb
ǫF
)]
ω − NΓπ
∑
a=L,R
Γa
Γ ln |1 − ωǫF−µa |
+
∑
a 6=b
∫ µa−µb
0
dω
[
ΓaΓb
Γ2
(
1
1−ω+µb
ǫF
− 11− µa
ǫF
)]
ω − NΓπ
∑
a=L,R
Γa
Γ ln |1− ωǫF−µa |


The above equation may be used to extract the O(1/N) correction to the saddle point expression for the level
energy ǫF . Writing
ǫF = TA +
β
N
(99)
TA is given by Eq. 35, whereas from Eq. 98, we get
β =
m2TA
1 +mV
∑
a,b
ΓaΓb
Γ2

∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
1−µa/TA − 11+x−µb/TA
)
1 +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |

 (100)
with mV defined in Eq. 37.
Using Eq. 80 we may write
β =
m2TA
1 +mV
∑
a,b
La,b1 =
m2TA
1 +mV
L1 (101)
Thus the two main results of this section is the O(1/N) corrections to the level broadening (b2sp) and level position
(E0 + λ) which are given in Eq. 91 and Eq. 101 respectively. These results will be used in subsequent sections for the
evaluation of various observables to O ( 1N ).
VI. EVALUATION OF nF TO O
`
1
N
´
In this section we will evaluate the local charge-density nF to O(1/N). nF is given by
nF =
∑
m
〈f †mfm〉 =
N
2
[
1− iGKf
]
(102)
Thus we need to evaluate GKf to O(1/N). For this we start by writing the Dyson equation for the fermionic Green’s
function correct to one loop,
Gf = Gmf +GmfΣFGmf (103)
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FIG. 3: Diagram contributing to the 1/N correction to nF .
where the second term in the above equation corresponds to the diagram in Fig 3, and the ΣF are defined in Eq. B1, B2.
The Keldysh component of Eq. 103 gives,
GKf = G
K
mf +G
R
mfΣ
R
FG
K
mf +G
R
mfΣ
K
F G
A
mf +G
K
mfΣ
A
FG
A
mf (104)
We rewrite
nF = n
0
F + n
a
F + n
b
F (105)
where
n0F =
N
2
[
1− iGKmf
]
(106)
=
N Γ˜
πǫF
∑
a=L,R
Γa/Γ
1− µa/ǫF (107)
naF =
−iN
2
Tr
[
GRmfΣ
R
FG
K
mf +G
K
mfΣ
A
FG
A
mf
]
(108)
nbF =
−iN
2
Tr
[
GRmfΣ
K
F G
A
mf
]
(109)
We use Eqns 91, 99 and 101 to correct Γ˜/Γ, ǫF to O(1/N) in Eq. 106 to obtain,
n0F =
mV
1 +mV

1− 1
N
m2
1 +mV
∑
a,b
(
La,b2 − µka,b +
m/mV
1 +mV
(∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)2
)
La,b1 + (1 +mV )I
a,b
)
 (110)
Moreover using Eqn B1, B2, one finds,
naF =
1
N
m2
1 +mV
∑
a,b
La,b2 (111)
nbF =
1
N
m2mV
1 +mV
∑
a,b
Ia,b − 1
N
m3
1 +mV
∑
a,b
ka,b (112)
Adding Eqns 106, 111 and 112 gives
nF =
mV
1 +mV

1 + 1
N
∑
a,b
(
m2/mV
1 +mV
La,b2 −
m3/mV
1 +mV
ka,b − m
3/mV
(1 +mV )2
La,b1
∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)2
)
 (113)
Comparing Eq. 113 with Eq. 86 we may write the expressions for Γ˜Γ in the following compact form,
Γ˜
Γ
= 1− nF − 1
N
m2
1 +mV
∑
a,b
Ia,b (114)
Upto O(1/N), above may be rewritten as
Γ˜
Γ
= 1− nF − (1− nF ) m
2
N
∑
a,b
Ia,b (115)
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The Ia,b contain the divergent terms. If Λ is an infrared cut-off, and defining V = |µL − µR|, we find,
Γ˜
Γ
≃ 1− nF − 1
N
m2
1 +mV
1
(1 +mV )
2
(
−Γ
2
L
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA)2
ln Λ− Γ
2
R
Γ2
1
(1− µR/TA)2
ln Λ (116)
−2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA) ln
V
TA
+
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA)
V
TA
∫ V/TA
0
dx
x2
)
The above expression will be useful in the next section when we study the bosonic correlation function.
VII. BOSONIC CORRELATION FUNCTION: DECAY DUE TO CURRENT INDUCED
DECOHERENCE
The full bosonic correlation function (combining both saddle point and fluctuation corrections) is
D¯K(t, t′) = −i〈{bsp(t) + δb(t), bsp + δb†(t′)}〉 = −2i Γ˜
Γ
+DKb,b∗(t, t
′) (117)
where DKb,b∗ = −i〈{δb(t), δb†(t′)}〉, and its expression in frequency space is given in Eq. A12. Using Eq. A12
DKb,b∗(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩ
2π
e−iΩtDKb,b∗(Ω) =
−i
N
m2
1 +mV
∑
a,b=L,R
ΓaΓb
Γ2
γab(t) (118)
where
γab(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dΩe−iΩtsgn (Ω + µa − µb)
Ω+µa−µb
(1−Ω+µa
TA
)(1− µb
TA
)(
Ω− NΓπ
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1− ΩTA−µi |
)2 (119)
where in the long time limit,
γaa(t) =
2(
1− µaTA
)2
(1 +mV )
2
∫ ∞
0
dΩ
1
Ω
cosΩt
≃ −2(
1− µaTA
)2
(1 +mV )
2
ln (ΛtTA) (120)
Λ is a cutoff introduced to take care of the infra-red divergences. This term, as we shall show will be canceled by the
corresponding infrared divergence from Eq. 91.
Similarly one finds (for V = |µL − µR|),
γLR + γRL =
2(
1− µLTA
)(
1− µRTA
)
(1 +mV )
2
[
2
∫ ∞
V
dΩ
Ω
cosΩt+ 2V
∫ V
0
dΩ
Ω2
cosΩt
]
(121)
Therefore the full bosonic correlation function is
D¯K(t) =
≃ −2i
[
Γ˜
Γ
+
1
N
m2
1 +mV
1
(1 +mV )
2
(
−Γ
2
L
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA)2
ln (ΛtTA)− Γ
2
R
Γ2
1
(1− µR/TA)2
ln (ΛtTA) (122)
+
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA)
∫ ∞
V
dΩ
Ω
cosΩt+
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA)V
∫ V
0
dΩ
Ω2
cosΩt
)]
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 4: Diagrams contributing to the susceptibility to O(1/N).
Combining the above with expression for Γ˜/Γ in Eq. 116, one finds that the infrared divergences cancel to give,
D¯K(t) = −2i (1− nF )
[
1− 1
N
m2
(1 +mV )
2
(
Γ2L
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA)2
ln (tTA) +
Γ2R
Γ2
1
(1− µR/TA)2
ln (tTA)
−2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA)
(
ln
V
TA
+
∫ ∞
V
dΩ
Ω
cosΩt
)
−2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA)
V
TA
∫ V/TA
0
dx
x2
(cosxtTA − 1)
)]
(123)
Note that the above expression is correct to O (1/N). Therefore 1 − nF needs to be computed only to the saddle
point level for all terms except the first term in the square brackets.
For long times V t≫ 1, Eq. 123 reduces to
D¯K(t) ≃ −2i (1− nF )
[
1− cL
N
ln tTA − cR
N
ln tTA − cdec
N
V t
]
(124)
where
cL,R =
m2
(1 +mV )
2
Γ2L,R
Γ2
1
(1− µL,R/TA)2
(125)
cdec =
m2
(1 +mV )
2
2ΓLΓR
Γ2
1
(1− µL/TA) (1− µR/TA) (126)
If one were to compute the correlation function to higher orders in 1N , Eq. 124 signals the following behavior
D¯K(t) ∼ −2i (1− nF ) exp

− 1
N
∑
i=L,R
ci ln tTA − cdec
N
V t

 (127)
Thus the slow power-law decay in time in equilibrium of the bosonic correlator is replaced by a rapid exponential
decay at non-zero voltages whose origin is current induced decoherence. Each of the exponents ci,dec is consistent
with what one might expect from nonequilibrium X-ray edge physics26.
The above decoherence rate appearing in the bosonic correlation function has consequences for physical observables
such as the susceptibility and the conductance which we evaluate in subsequent sections.
VIII. EVALUATION OF SUSCEPTIBILITY TO O
`
1
N
´
The spin response function is given by
χR(Ω) =
i
2
∑
m
(gµBm)
2
∫
dω
2π
[
GRf (ω +Ω)G
K
f (ω) +G
K
f (ω +Ω)G
A
f (ω)
]
(128)
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To O(1/N), from Eq. 128
χR(Ω = 0) = χR0 + χ
R
1 + χ
R
2 (129)
where χR0 is the saddle point expression for the susceptibility (diagram (a) in Fig 4) with the level energy and
broadening corrected to O(1/N), while χR1,2 arise due to corrections to the electronic Green’s functions to one-loop
(diagram (b) in Fig 4). In particular,
χR1 = i
∑
m
(gµBm)
2
Tr
[
GRmfΣ
R
f G
R
mfG
K
mf
]
(130)
χR2 = i
∑
m
(gµBm)
2
Tr
[{GRmf(ΣRf GKmf +ΣKf GAmf ) +GKmfΣAf GAmf}GRmf ] (131)
In order to compute χR0 , we use Eq. 46 and correct for Γ˜/Γ using Eq. 91, and correct for TA using Eq. 101. We
find,
χR0 = χsp
[
1 +
1
N
(
− m
2
1 +mV
L2 +
m3
1 +mV
k +
[
−2 m
2
1 +mV
S3
S22
+
m3
(1 +mV )2
]
L1S2 −m2I
)]
(132)
Using Eq. B1 it is straightforward to show
χR1 =
(
g2µ2B
3
J(J + 1)
)
1
TA
4
3
1
N
(
m2
1 +mV
)
L3 = χ
R
sp
2
3
1
N
mL3
S2
(133)
whereas
χR2 = 2χ
R
1 + (134)
g2µ2B
TA
J(J + 1)
3
1
N
m3
1 +mV
∑
ab
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
1−µa/TA − 11+x−µb/TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |
)2 ∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1 + x− µi/TA)2
Collecting all the terms together
χR = χsp
[
1 +
1
N
(
− m
2
1 +mV
L2 +
m3
1 +mV
k +
m3
(1 +mV )2
L1S2 − 2S3
S2
m2
1 +mV
L1 + 2mL3S2 −m2I + F
)]
(135)
where
F =
m2
S
∑
a,b
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
1
1−µa/TA − 11+x−µb/TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |
)2 ∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1 + x− µi/TA)2
(136)
Now it can be shown that
m3
1 +mV
k −m2I + F = − m
2
1 +mV
M (137)
where
M =
∑
a,b
Ma,b (138)
Ma,b =
ΓaΓb
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µa−µb)/TA
dx
(
x+(µa−µb)/TA
(1−µa/TA)(1+x−µb/TA)
)
(x +m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln |1 + x1−µi/TA |)2∑
i
Γi
Γ
[(
1 +mV
S
)
x2 + 2x (1− µi/TA)
(1 + x− µi/TA)2(1− µi/TA)2 −
mx
(1 + x− µi/TA)(1 − µi/TA)
]
(139)
Therefore the static spin-susceptibility becomes,
χR = χsp
[
1 +
1
N
(
− m
2
1 +mV
L2 +
m3
(1 +mV )2
L1S2 − 2S3
S2
m2
1 +mV
L1 + 2m
L3
S2
− m
2
1 +mV
M
)]
(140)
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with χsp given in Eq. 48. Eq. 140 may be expanded in powers of µL,R/TA. In particular in the Kondo limit (nF → 1
or mV ≫ 1), Eq. 140 is found to have the form,
χnF=1S =
g2µ2BJ(J + 1)
3T 0A
[
1 + 1.5
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
µL − µR
T 0A
)2]1 + m
N
(−Leq2 − Leq1 + 2Leq3 −mJeq0 ) +
1
N

 ∑
i=L,R
Γiµi
ΓT 0A

CS1+
1
N

 ∑
i=L,R
Γiµ
2
i
Γ(T 0A)
2

CS2 + 1
N

 ∑
i=L,R
Γiµi
ΓT 0A


2
(CS3 − CS1)− 4.5
N
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
µL − µR
T 0A
)2 (141)
The expressions for the CSi have been given in Appendix C, and may be evaluated numerically. The L
eq
p are defined
in Eq. 92, and
Jeq0 =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
2
x2
(1 + x)
3 (142)
Let us assume that the chemical potential of the left lead µL = V/2, and that for the right lead is µR = −V/2. Let
us define
CS0 = m (−Leq2 − Leq1 + 2Leq3 −mJeq0 ) (143)
We now rewrite Eq. 141 as follows,
χnF=1S =
g2µ2BJ(J + 1)
3T 0A
(
1 +
CS0
N
)[
1 + 1.5
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2(
1 +
2CS0
N
− 2CS0
N
)
+
1
N
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)(
V
2T 0A
)
CS1+
1
N
(
V
2T 0A
)2
CS2 +
1
N
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)2(
V
2T 0A
)2
(CS3 − CS1)− 4.5
N
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
T 0A
)2]
(144)
where terms higher order than 1N
V 2
(T 0A)
2 have been dropped. Defining the Kondo temperature to O(1/N) as22
TK = T
0
A
(
1− CS0
N
)
(145)
Eq. 141 can be recast in the following universal form
χnF=1S =
g2µ2BJ(J + 1)
3TK
[
1 + 1.5
ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
TK
)2
+
1
N
(
ΓL − ΓR
Γ
)(
V
2TK
)
CS1+
1
N
(
V
2TK
)2
(CS2 + CS3 − CS1)− 1
N
(4.5 + 3CS0 + CS3 − CS1) ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
V
TK
)2]
(146)
In the Kondo limit m ≫ 1, the coefficients in the above equation take the following universal values CS1 → 0.01,
(CS2 + CS3 − CS1)→ −0.005, (3CS0 + CS3 − CS1)→ −4.94.
IX. EVALUATION OF THE SPECTRAL DENSITY AND CONDUCTANCE TO O
`
1
N2
´
The retarded Green’s function, whose imaginary part gives the impurity spectral density is
GRf,b (t, t
′) = −iT 〈b†−(t)f−(t)f †−(t′)b−(t′)〉 − i〈f †+(t′)b+(t′)b†−(t)f−(t)〉 (147)
= i
[
Gf−−(t, t
′)Db,b
∗
−− (t
′, t)−Gf−+(t, t′)Db,b
∗
+− (t
′, t)
]
(148)
We are only interested in evaluating the imaginary part of Eq. 148 which at leading order (saddle point level) is
O ( 1N ). There are five diagrams that contribute to the above expression to O ( 1N2 ) which are shown in Fig 5. For
convenience we write
Im
[
GRfm,b
]
= Ta + Tb + Tc + Td + Te (149)
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(a)
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FIG. 5: Diagrams needed for the computation of the impurity spectral density to O(1/N2) and hence the conductance to
O
`
1/N2
´
where Ti is the contribution from the i-th diagram and corresponds to
Ta(Ω) =
−iΓ
(TA − Ω)2
1
(1 +mV )2
[
1 +
2
N
(
− m
2
1 +mV
L2 +
m3
1 +mV
k +
m3
(1 +mV )2
L1S
− m
2
1 +mV
L1(
1− ΩTA
) − µ2I



 (150)
Tb(Ω) = Im
[
i
2
∫
dω
2π
{GKmf (ω + Ω)DAb,b∗(ω) +GRmf (ω +Ω)DKb,b∗(ω)}
]
(151)
Tc(Ω) =
Γ˜
Γ
Im
[(
GRmf (Ω)
)2 i
2
∫
dω
2π
{DRb,b∗(ω +Ω)ΣKc (−ω) +DKb,b∗(ω +Ω)ΣRc (−ω)}
]
(152)
Td(Ω) = 2
Γ˜
Γ
Im
[
GRmf (Ω)Σ
R
c (Ω)
i
2
∫
dω
2π
{GKmf (ω +Ω)DAb,b∗(ω) +GRmf (ω +Ω)DKb,b∗(ω)}
]
(153)
Te(Ω) =
Γ˜
Γ
Im
[
GRmf (Ω)
i
2
∫
dω
2π
[
DRb,b(ω +Ω){
(
ΣRc (−ω) + ΣAc (−ω)
)
GKmf (−ω) + ΣKc (−ω)
(
GRmf (−ω) +GAmf (−ω)
)}
+DKb,b(ω +Ω)Σ
R
c (−ω)GRmf (−ω)
]]
(154)
The above terms have been evaluated in Appendix D.
We now present results for the conductance for the case of symmetric couplings to the leads (ΓL = ΓR) and
µL = V/2, µR = −V/2. Defining
G0 =
Ne2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
( π
N
)2( m0
1 +m0
)2
(155)
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and the functions
k0 =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(
x
1+x
)2
(x+m ln (1 + x))2
(156)
p0 =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(
x
1+x
)2
(x2+3x+3)
(1+x)2
(x+m ln (1 + x))2
(157)
p1 =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(
x
1+x
)2
(3x2+8x+6)
(1+x)2
(x+m ln (1 + x))2
(158)
t1 =
1
2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
((x+m ln (1 + x))
2
x(x + 2)
(1 + x)2
(
1− 1
(1 + x)2
)
(159)
t2 =
∫ D/TA
0
dx
((x+m ln (1 + x))
3
x(x + 2)
(1 + x)2
x2
(1 + x)2
(160)
t3 =
1
2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
((x+m ln (1 + x))
2
x(x + 2)
(1 + x)2
(
1− 1
1 + x
)
(161)
we obtain the following expression for the conductance,
G(V )
G0
= 1 +
2
N
m0
1 +m0
[
Leq2 −m0k0 −
m0
1 +m0
Leq1
]
− 3V
2
4(T 0A)
2
m0
1 +m0
+ (162)
+
1
N
V 2
(T 0A)
2
[
− m0
1 +m0
+
17
2
(
m0
1 +m0
)2
− 6
(
m0
1 +m0
)3
+
5
4
(
m0
1 +m0
)4]
+ (163)
+
1
N
3V 2
4(T 0A)
2
[
−m0t1 +m20t2 +
m20
1 +m0
t3
]
(164)
+
1
N
V 2
2(T 0A)
2
[
m0(m
2
0 − 7m0 − 1/2)
(1 +m0)2
Leq2 +
3m20(7m0 + 2)
2(1 +m0)2
k0 +
3m20(m
2
0 + 3m0 − 1)
(1 +m0)3
Leq1 +
+
m0(2m
2
0 +m0 + 2)
(1 +m0)2
Leq3 −
3m0(2m0 − 1)
1 +m0
Leq4 +
3m20(m0 − 1)
1 +m0
p0 −m20p1
]
(165)
Note that in equilibrium, the above equation reduces to22 G = Ne
2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
(
πnF
N
)2
as expected from the Friedel sum
rule.
The expression for the conductance in the Kondo regime may be obtained by setting m0 ≫ 1 in the above equation.
We find
GnF=1(V ; ΓL = ΓR) =
Ne2
h
4ΓLΓR
Γ2
( π
N
)2 [
1− 3
4
(
V
TK
)2
+
1
2N
(
V
TK
)2
(5.5 + CG1)
]
(166)
with TK defined in Eq. 145, and the coefficient CG1 given in Eq. C7. In the Kondo limit, CG1 → −2.77.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented results for the nonequilibrium infinite-U Anderson model using Keldysh functional
integral methods. The approach has been to use 1/N as the small parameter in the theory which allows us to develop
a systematic perturbation theory for the nonequilibrium problem. The results derived are valid for an applied voltage
small as compared to the Kondo temperature when the effect of fluctuations are small. Physical quantities such as the
impurity spin susceptibility and the conductance are calculated to O
(
1
N
(
V
TK
)2)
. The voltage expansions are found
to show rich behavior by depending on different combinations of the couplings to the left and right leads such as:(
ΓL−ΓR
Γ
)
V
TK
,
Γ2L+Γ
2
R
Γ2
(
V
TK
)2
, ΓLΓRΓ2
(
V
TK
)2
. While terms of the first kind give rise to rectification type behavior, i.e.
χS(V ) 6= χS(−V ) and G(V ) 6= G(−V ), the last term is associated with current induced decoherence as it arises due
22
to inelastic processes that can occur in an energy window V. This term is also found to cause the bosonic correlation
function to decay rapidly in time. The approach developed in this paper is rather general, and therefore may be easily
adaptable to a variety of out-of-equilibrium systems.
An interesting question that arises is to what extent the results obtained in this paper are also valid for N = 2. It
is known for equilibrium systems that a naive extrapolation of the results of large-N to N = 2 when compared with
exact Bethe-Ansatz results not only give incorrect numerical values of various quantities (such as the Wilson ratio
and the zero-bias conductance), but also make qualitatively incorrect predictions for the temperature dependence of
observables. Precisely how the extrapolation goes wrong has been discussed in Appendix E. On the other hand,
comparison with exact results17 reveal that large-N works very well for N ≥ 4. However, one of the results of this
paper has been the observation that G(−V ) 6= G(V ), χS(V ) 6= χS(−V ) for unequal coupling to the two leads. This
asymmetry is rather generic and will exist whenever the system is away from particle-hole symmetry and therefore
should be observed for the nonequilibrium N = 2 Anderson model away from the particle-hole symmetry point
E0 = −U2 . However, for a small voltage expansion of the conductance for N = 2 we do not expect the appearance
of a linear in voltage term as found in Eq. 13. This is because the N = 2 case has a maximal conductance per
channel of e2/h, and such a linear term would imply that the conductance can become larger than this value, which
is unphysical. An asymmetry can very well appear at cubic order ( ΓL−ΓRΓ
(
V
TK
)3
) in the small voltage expansion of
G. Note that for N ≫ 1, the conductance per channel is a small number of O (1/N2). Therefore for this case a linear
in voltage term in the conductance does not violate unitarity.
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APPENDIX A: EVALUATION OF BOSONIC SELF-ENERGIES AND PROPAGATORS
In this section we evaluate explicit expressions for ΠR,A,K defined in Eq. 63. In particular
ΠR(1, 2) =
−iN
2
[
GRmf (1, 2)Σ
K
c (2, 1) +G
K
mf (1, 2)Σ
A
c (2, 1)
]
(A1)
ΠA(1, 2) =
−iN
2
[
GAmf (1, 2)Σ
K
c (2, 1) +G
K
mf (1, 2)Σ
R
c (2, 1)
]
(A2)
ΠK(1, 2) =
−iN
2
[
GRmf (1, 2)Σ
A
c (2, 1) +G
A
mf (1, 2)Σ
R
c (2, 1) +G
K
mf (1, 2)Σ
K
c (2, 1)
]
(A3)
The above may be easily evaluated. We obtain,
ΠR(Ω) = Π
′
R(Ω) + iΠ
′′
R(Ω) (A4)
where
Π′R(Ω) =
NΓ
π

ΓL
Γ
ln
√
(Ω + µL − E0 − λcl)2 + Γ˜2
D
+
ΓR
Γ
ln
√
(Ω + µR − E0 − λcl)2 + Γ˜2
D

 (A5)
Π′′R(Ω) =
−NΓ
π
[
ΓL
Γ
(
arctan
Γ˜
µL − E0 − λcl − arctan
Γ˜
Ω + µL − E0 − λcl
)
+ (A6)
ΓR
Γ
(
arctan
Γ˜
µR − E0 − λcl − arctan
Γ˜
Ω + µR − E0 − λcl
)]
Defining λcl + E0 = ǫF , and to O(1/N), the above expressions simplify to
Π′R(Ω) =
NΓ
π
[
ΓL
Γ
ln
|Ω + µL − ǫF |
D
+
ΓR
Γ
ln
|Ω + µR − ǫF |
D
]
(A7)
Π′′R(Ω) =
−NΓΓ˜
πǫF
[
ΓL
Γ
(
1
1− Ω+µLǫF
− 1
1− µLǫF
)
+
ΓR
Γ
(
1
1− Ω+µRǫF
− 1
1− µRǫF
)]
(A8)
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Similarly, to O(1/N), ΠK is given by
ΠK(Ω) =
−2iNΓΓ˜
πǫF
[
Γ2L
Γ2
sgn(Ω)
(
1
1− Ω+µLǫF
− 1
1− µLǫF
)
+
Γ2R
Γ2
sgn(Ω)
(
1
1− Ω+µRǫF
− 1
1− µRǫF
)
+
ΓLΓR
Γ2
sgn(Ω + µR − µL)
(
1
1− Ω+µRǫF
− 1
1− µLǫF
)
+
ΓLΓR
Γ2
sgn(Ω + µL − µR)
(
1
1− Ω+µLǫF
− 1
1− µRǫF
)]
(A9)
The bosonic propagators may be evaluated from the Dyson equation
D−1b,b∗ = D
−1
0 −Π− δΠ(1) (A10)
To O(1/N), δΠ(1) does not contribute. So we have
D
R/A,−1
b,b∗ = D
−1
0 −ΠR/A (A11)
DKb,b∗ = D
R
b,b∗Π
KDAb,b∗ (A12)
Evaluating the above, we get
Re
[
DRb,b∗(Ω)
]
=
1
Ω− ǫF + E0 − NΓπ
[
ΓL
Γ ln
|Ω+µL−ǫF |
D +
ΓR
Γ ln
|Ω+µR−ǫF |
D
] (A13)
Using the saddle point equation Eq. 35, the above becomes,
Re
[
DRb,b∗(Ω)
]
=
1
Ω− NΓπ
[
ΓL
Γ ln |Ω+µL−ǫFµL−ǫF |+ ΓRΓ ln |
Ω+µR−ǫF
µR−ǫF |
] (A14)
Similarly, the imaginary part to O(1/N) (where DR = Re[DR] + iIm[DR]) is
Im
[
DRb,b∗(Ω)
]
=
−NΓΓ˜
πǫF
[
ΓL
Γ
(
1
1−Ω+µL
ǫF
− 1
1−µL
ǫF
)
+ ΓRΓ
(
1
1−Ω+µR
ǫF
− 1
1−µR
ǫF
)]
(
Ω− NΓπ
[
ΓL
Γ ln |Ω+µL−ǫFµL−ǫF |+
ΓR
Γ ln |Ω+µR−ǫFµR−ǫF |
])2 (A15)
In the evaluation of the spectral-density, we also need the anomalous boson propagators DR,A,Kb,b , D
R,A,K
b∗,b∗ . To
O ( 1N ), we find
DRb,b (Ω) = D
R
b∗,b∗ (Ω) = 2D
R
b,b∗ (Ω) δΠ
R(2)(Ω)DRb,b∗ (−Ω) (A16)
DAb,b (Ω) = D
A
b∗,b∗ (Ω) = 2D
A
b,b∗ (Ω) δΠ
A(2)(Ω)DAb,b∗ (−Ω) (A17)
DKb,b (Ω) = D
K
b∗,b∗ (Ω) = 2D
R
b,b∗ (Ω) δΠ
K(2)(Ω)DAb,b∗ (−Ω) (A18)
with δΠR,A,K(2) defined in Eqns. 67, 68 and 69.
APPENDIX B: EVALUATION OF FERMIONIC SELF-ENERGY
These are defined as
ΣR,AF (1, 2) =
i
2
[
DR,Ab,b∗ (1, 2)Σ
K
c (1, 2) +D
K
b,b∗(1, 2)Σ
R,A
c (1, 2)
]
(B1)
ΣKF (1, 2) =
i
2
[
DKb,b∗(1, 2)Σ
K
c (1, 2) +D
R
b,b∗(1, 2)Σ
R
c (1, 2) +D
A
b,b∗(1, 2)Σ
A
c (1, 2)
]
(B2)
and are represented by the diagram in Fig 6.
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ΣF
FIG. 6: Fermionic self-energy
APPENDIX C: EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS IN THE EXPRESSION FOR THE SUSCEPTIBILITY
AND THE CONDUCTANCE
The expansion coefficients in Eq. 141 are given by
CS0 = m (−Leq2 − Leq1 + 2Leq3 −mJeq0 ) (C1)
CS1 = −6mLeq3 + 6mLeq4 −m2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
2
x2(x+ 6)
(1 + x)4
+m3
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
3
2x3
(1 + x)4
(C2)
CS2 = mL
eq
2 − 3mLeq4 − 7mLeq3 − 3mLeq1 + 12mLeq5 (C3)
−m2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
2
x2(x2 + 11x+ 20)
2(1 + x)5
+m3
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
3
x3(x+ 2)
(1 + x)5
(C4)
CS3 = 10mL
eq
3 + 3mL
eq
1 − 12mLeq4 −mLeq2
+m2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))2
x2 (3x− 5)
(1 + x)5
+m3
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))3
x3 (x+ 9)
(1 + x)5
(C5)
−m4
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
4
3x4
(1 + x)5
(C6)
Whereas the coefficient CG1 appearing in the expression for the conductance in Eq. 166 is
CG1 = −2mLeq2 + 8mLeq3 − 6mLeq4 −m2
∫ D/TA
0
dx
(x+m ln (1 + x))
2
2x3
(1 + x)4
(C7)
APPENDIX D: COMPUTATION OF THE SPECTRAL-DENSITY
In this section we give explicit expressions for each of the five diagrams that contribute to the spectral density,
Im
[
GRfm,b
]
= Ta + Tb + Tc + Td + Te (D1)
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where Ti is the i-th diagram in Fig 5. We find
Ta + Tb + Tc = (D2)
−i Γ
T 2A
(
1− ΩTA
)2 1
(1 +mV )
2
[
1 +
2
N
(
−m2
1 +mV
L2 +
m3
1 +mV
k +
m3
(1 +mV )2
L1
∑
i
Γi/Γ
(1− µi/TA)2
− m
2
1 +mV
L1
1− Ω/TA
)]
(D3)
+
iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2
∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µα−µβ)/TA
dx
(
1
(1 + x− ΩTA )2
− 1
(1− ΩTA )2
) ( 1
1+x− µβ
TA
− 11− µα
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))2
− iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2


∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
(Ω−µα)/TA
dx
1(
1 + x− ΩTA
)2
(
1
1+x− µβ
TA
− 1
1− µβ
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))2

 (D4)
− iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)2


∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(Ω−µα)/TA
dx
(
1
1+x− µβ
TA
− 1
1− µβ
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))2

 (D5)
− 2iπ
N2TA
m2
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)3 ∑
α
Γα
Γ
∫ D/TA
−(Ω−µα)/TA
dx
1
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
) (D6)
Note that the expression D4, D5 and D6 are logarithmically divergent. These divergences will be canceled by terms
in diagrams (d) and (e), as we show below. In particular
Td =
2iπ
N2TA
m2
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)∑
α
Γα
Γ
∫ D/TA
(Ω−µα)/TA
dx
1(
1 + x− ΩTA
)2 1
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
) (D7)
+
2iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µβ−µα)/TA
dx
(
1
1 + x− ΩTA
) ( 1
1+x− µα
TA
− 1
1− µβ
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))2(D8)
Note that divergence in Eq. D7 cancels the divergence in Eq. D6. Moreover, we find
Te =
−2iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(µα−µβ)/TA
dx

 1
x
(
1− x− ΩTA
)




ln
(
1 + x
1− µβ
TA
)
+ ln
(
1− x1− µα
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))(
x−m∑i ΓiΓ ln
(
1− x
1− µi
TA
))

 (D9)
+
2iπ
N2TA
m3
(1 +mV )
2
1(
1− ΩTA
)∑
αβ
ΓαΓβ
Γ2
∫ D/TA
−(Ω−µα)/TA
dx

 1
x
(
1− x− ΩTA
)




ln
(
1 + x
1− µβ
TA
)
+ ln
(
1− x
1− µβ
TA
)
(
x+m
∑
i
Γi
Γ ln
(
1 + x
1− µi
TA
))(
x−m∑i ΓiΓ ln
(
1− x
1− µi
TA
))

 (D10)
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Note that Eq. D10 cancels the divergence in Eq. D4 and D5, while the divergence in Eq. D8 is canceled by that in
Eq. D9.
APPENDIX E: FAILURE OF EXTRAPOLATION TO N=2 FOR SYSTEMS IN EQUILIBRIUM
Many N-fold degenerate magnetic impurity models besides being amenable to 1/N perturbative approaches, are
also exactly solvable by Bethe-Ansatz. However, a comparison between 1/N results and exact solutions are not
straightforward as the two approaches use different cut-off schemes (for a discussion on this see17). Therefore the
quantities that may be easily compared are universal quantities that are independent of the cut-off and TK . One such
quantitity is the Wilson ratio R =
π2k2B
J(J+1)g2µ2
B
χS
γ , where χS is the impurity susceptibility and γ = −∂
2F
∂T 2 is the specific
heat coefficient. The exact solution of the Coqblin-Schrieffer Hamiltonian gives28
R =
N
N − 1 (E1)
Thus for N = 2, R = 2. On the other hand a perturbative 1/N expansion gives29 R = 1+ 1N . Clearly, setting N = 2
in this expression gives the rather incorrect result of R = 1.5, showing that a naive extrapolation of the results of
large N to the case of N = 2 does not work. Another example is the value of the zero bias conductance through a
N -fold degenerate level in a quantum dot. The exact answer is
G = N
e2
h
4ΓLΓR
(ΓL + ΓR)2
sin2
πnF
N
(E2)
nF being the average charge on the level which approaches the value nF = 1 in the Kondo limit. Therefore when
ΓL = ΓR and N = 2, the conductance in the Kondo limit reaches the maximum possible value of 2e
2/h. For N ≫ 1,
a 1/N expansion gives G = e
2
h
π2
N , where again a naive substitution of N = 2 gives the incorrect result of G =
e2
h
π2
2 .
The extrapolation besides giving incorrect numerical values, often does not capture the qualitative behavior of the
temperature dependence of various observables. As an example let us consider the conductivity for the infinite-U
Anderson model for a bulk system (rather than a quantum dot). If τ−1(ω, T ) = iIm [Gf,b] is the scattering rate due
to the impurity, then the conductivity in a bulk geometry is σbulk ∼ ∫ dω (− ∂f∂ω) τ(ω, T ), whereas the conductance
in a quantum-dot geometry (as has been considered in this paper) is G ∼ ∫ dω (− ∂f∂ω) τ−1(ω, T ). The exact answer
for a N = 2 bulk system is
σbulk
σbulk(T = 0)
= 1 + cT
(
T
T˜K
)2
(E3)
where cT is a positive coefficient. On the other hand a 1/N result for the temperature dependent conductivity for the
infinite-U Anderson model is22
σbulk
σbulk(T = 0)
= 1 + π2
(
T
TK
)2 [
1− 8
3N
]
(E4)
Setting N = 2 in the above equation gives a qualitatively different result from Eq. E3 as it predicts that the conduc-
tivity will decrease with temperature (rather than increase).
The above discussion shows that large-N results cannot be used to extrapolate to N = 2. However, comparison
with exact Bethe-Ansatz solutions17 shows that large-N works well for N ≥ 4.
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